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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

You have an Exchange Server 2013 organization. 

Your company identifies the following security requirements: 

Users must be able to send encrypted email messages that can only be decrypted by the intended recipient. 

All email messages sent by a user named User1 to an external recipient must be protected by using TLS. 

All SMTP sessions to a remote SMTP host named SMTP1 must be encrypted. 

You need to recommend which technology must be used to meet each requirement. 

Which technologies should you recommend? (To answer, drag the appropriate technologies to the requirements in the
answer area. Each technology may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar 

between panes or scroll to view content.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You need to recommend a solution that meets the compliance requirements for emailing bank account numbers. 

Which command should you include in the recommendation? (To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer
area.) 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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* Scenario: All users must be notified before they send an email message that contains any five bank account numbers
to an external recipient. The users must be able to override the requirement if they have a valid business reason to send
the email message. 

* Transport rules apply actions to messages, most with corresponding action values. 

RejectUnlessSilentOverride 

Message is rejected unless the sender has chosen to override the policy restriction. 

RejectUnlessExplicitOverride 

This is the same as RejectUnlessSilentOverride, but the sender can also provide a justification for overriding the policy
restriction. 

Reference: New-TransportRule 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to recommend an Outlook protection rule solution to meet the technical requirements. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Create an Outlook protection rule and filter the rule based on the FromDepartment property. Apply the Do Not
Forward protection template to the rule and enable the UserCanOverride setting. 

B. Create an Outlook protection rule and filter the rule based on the FromDepartment property. Apply the Do Not
Forward protection template to the rule and disable the UserCanOverride setting. 

C. Create an Outlook protection rule and filter the rule based on the SentTo property. Apply the Do Not Forward
protection template to the rule and disable the UserCanOverride setting. 

D. Create an Outlook protection rule and filter the rule based on the SentTo property. Apply the Do Not Forward
protection template to the rule and enable the UserCanOverride setting. 

Correct Answer: B 
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*

 Scenario: 

Prevent the forwarding of email messages sent by users who have a value of Legal in their Department field. 

*

 Use FromDepartment property and do not allow the user to override. 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

You need to create a federation trust for the planned organization relationship. 

Which three actions should you perform? 

To answer, move the three appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the
correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 5

Your company has three data centers. The data centers are located in Montreal, New York, and Seattle. You have an
Exchange Server 2013 organization that contains six servers. The servers are configured as shown in the following
table. 

The organization is configured as shown in the following exhibit. (Click the Exhibit button.) 
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The file share witness for DAG1 is located on EX3. 

You plan to implement site resiliency and use a single name space named mail.contoso.com. 

You need to recommend a solution to minimize the amount of time that the Exchange Server services are unavailable if
either the data center in Montreal or the data center in Seattle fails. 

Which two tasks should you recommend performing? (Each correct answer presents part of solution. Choose two.) 

A. Deploy a hardware load balancer to EX3 and EX6. 

B. Create two DNS host (A) records for mail.contoso.com. 

C. Configure EX6 as an alternate file share witness. 

D. Move the file share witness to Server1. 

Correct Answer: AD 

When a DAG has been deployed across two datacenters, a new configuration option in Exchange 2013 is to use a third
location for hosting the witness server. If your organization has a third location with a network infrastructure that is
isolated from network failures that affect the two datacenters in which your DAG is deployed, then you can deploy the
DAG\\'s witness server in that third location, thereby configuring your DAG with the ability automatically failover
databases to the other datacenter in response to a datacenter-level failure event. By creating two DNS host (A) records
for mail.contoso.com, we can use DNS Round Robin to distribute connections between the two CAS servers. If one
server goes down, a client will attempt to connect to the CAS server specified in the second DNS record. 
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